
 

IS Disability Services Steering Group 

Meeting held on 12th February 2018 

 

MINUTES 

 

Present:  Jackie Knowles (Chair), Anthony Sinnott, James Browne, Katie 

Emsley, Mike Dunn, Alice Bennett, Steve Chapman, Linda Brosnan, Michael 

Simison (Minutes) 

 

1. Apologies were received from Kirstyn Radford and Christopher Taylor 

 

2. Minutes of meeting held on 6th December 2017 and actions 

(see appendix 1) - these were approved as a true record of the meeting 

 

3. Full run through of the Issues Log 

 

● Service feedback 

○ Disability scanning service is ok reporting back to this meeting. 

○ ACTION - JK to go back to the original list of services to see 

if there are any gaps in services which should be reporting 

back. 

 

● Scanning service 

○ AB reported that there had been a problem with late-arrival users 

which had caused a backlog and required the re-naming of a lot of 

files. There was also inconsistencies in the archived files so AB is 

cleaning up those according to the naming convention - CLOSED 

 

● Disabilities scanning tracker sheet - updated spreadsheet 

○ MD said that the rollout has been moved to Easter to ensure most 

people can edit and produce the right reports. But the new system 

is ready to roll out. - CLOSED 

 

● Workflow diagram 

○ Left as pending as processes could well be changed. 

 

● Scanning also left as pending 

 

● Accessible lockers 

○ JK has asked and chased. They are still being waited for but are 

now on a tasklist. The number is dependent on cost and space but if 

there is still further demand after they have been installed, more 

space could be found. 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=16p1_ZJV_RJ2y3r0wHPfsy3PPLiGui0SyYAlQ3BPTIIQ
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uQ_hA2pYwGfCGC47WSxK8u5ltOlMc4JKkebzjHwQ65g/edit#gid=0


● Comms plan for rolling out Sensus 

○ Sensus is ready but nothing has yet done with regard to adding a 

comms strategy to it. AS said that Liz was concerned that the more 

it is promoted, the more it could be used by people for whom it isn’t 

principally intended.  

○ AB suggested just promoting it to people who would have use for it. 

KE added that few students are aware of its use, and AS proposed 

alerting academics who could then point needful students in its 

direction. JK supported this idea for lowkey promotion to academics 

as well as to YUSU who have a disabled students network so know 

who would benefit from it.  

○ It was not clear that usage is still being tracked according to AS. 

○ ACTION - AS to draft an email and to send it to JK, KE, JB 

and Tony for wider circulation.  

 

● Online Store 

○ LB said that a new a-Accessibility group is being formed at a 

University level in light of the new Inclusive T&L Policy although the 

current chair of old group has been notified. New group will be 

looking at it. Issue left open. 

 

● Personal laptop access 

○ AB said that there were not enough laptops for one to be held in 

reserve at all times for disabled users. However, the current 

situation does seem fine and all university laptops have some 

accessibility software on it as it is. 

 

● Library form 

○ Completed. 

 

● Scanning service check 

○ KE has done it. 

 

● Statistical analysis of fine waivers. 

○ JK has been looking at it but struggling slightly so is waiting for 

assistance from staff with specific expertise in data analysis. 

 

● Support worker printer access 

○ KE reported that they have access but don’t necessarily have credit 

unless allocated from department and often they have been told 

different things so are not sure what to expect. It is unlikely, 

though, that disabled students will need printing done for them by 

their support worker as they either have credit on their card funded 

by the University or can use the scanning service for free. 

 

 



 

● Spaces for confidential meetings 

○ KE has written to the four main providers and explained single 

study rooms aren’t appropriate and highlighted the other options - 

group study rooms and the new accessible group study room.  

○ A room external to the library has been identified which could be 

permanently set aside for providers but demand for it will be 

monitored before it is allocated to them exclusively. Additionally, 

support workers could be given ‘associate staff’ status so that they 

can access Planon.  

○ AB noted that Tuesday and Wednesday are often the busiest for 

support workers and that they effectively set up offices which take 

away too many facilities from others. 

○ JK commented that the policy for appropriate use of library study 

rooms are now in place but behaviour needs to catch up 

accordingly. AB suggested that it would be useful to have a list of 

rooms to which support workers can be referred to.  

○ The group was alerted to the fact that support workers also tend to 

block book for up to six hours which prevent others from using 

them. This, though, is not immediately apparently as students 

booking on their support workers behalf which creates de facto 9-5 

office. MD proposed reviewing the booking policy for the accessible 

study rooms, both silent and noisy but also noted that it’s not a 

library issue but a university issue as support workers need 

somewhere to work.  

○ KE said they tend to gravitate towards the library which 

exacerbates the problem there. JB also commented that not all 

support workers are even known about as some are provided from 

outside of the university and students don’t necessarily share their 

DSS reports or inform disability services. 

○ JK stated that the Library does need to address the problem of 

misuse of silent spaces. Regular patrols are the only way of dealing 

with it so that behaviour changes and people use other appropriate 

spaces. Messages should also come through other channels to 

reinforce which rooms are available. JB and AB say that this could 

bring the scale of the problem to the university’s attention. The 

Library has been used excessively because it is easy and saves 

support workers from having to bother them with Planon or move 

between buildings.  

○ KE suggested that the best approach may be to tackle the providers 

rather than the support workers in order to change the behaviour 

and has already emailed providers in the last few weeks on this 

issue.  

○ AB said that when accessible study room is used by support 

workers, students who need physical adjustments are prevented 

from using it. DVD room now being used less. 



○ AS recommended monitoring the usage of the rooms and who is 

booking them so that a clearer picture can be built up. Complaints 

to also be logged so that they can go back to the providers with it. 

JK noted that logging specific times when it causes an issue could 

help to know when the trouble times are. 

○ ACTION - SC to look at the creation of a log regarding the 

problem. It can be done through the comms log and labelled 

specifically so that the data can be drawn out for next 

meeting. 

 

● New Google sync tool 

○ MD stated that two tools which are being released but the old sync 

tool is not now being withdrawn until mid-May. The first 

replacement sync tool was not suitable but second is reasonably 

close to the existing system and it should be fairly straightforward 

to transfer students from old to new. Alice and Joe have put 

together comms to help students move between the two, with the 

intention of getting all priority users moved before the end of term. 

Appointments to explain the change are to be set-up with support 

workers to be included if necessary. Comms have not yet gone out 

as priority users are still waiting to be identified but should do by 

the end of this week. 

 

4.       ‘Customer Journeys’ - a regular slot for guests or members to share  

 

● Support workers bookings for accessible studies (SC) 

○ Discussed predominantly above but it was noted by AB says support 

workers can be defensive to the point of confrontation so a tricky 

business trying to tell people to move after complaints have been 

made. 

○ SC to reinforce that support workers must be limited to three hours 

a day.  

 

 

5. Information for Disabled users web pages (MD) 

● MD and AB have looked at the disability pages on the site and concluded 

that there are too many words and it is too long. It would be better to be 

titled ‘Accessibility Information’ rather than labelling it under the more 

specific term of ‘disability’. Marketing to update the style of the page but it 

should also be moved up a level on the site so that it is easier to locate.  

● ACTION - MD to ask the question about moving it to the next level 

up and see if there is any difficulty. If there is reluctance to do so, 

he will inform JK. 

● Everyone was generally happy with MD’s paper. Some obsolete 

information was highlighted which KE and AB agreed was a throwback to 

something very rarely used now. It will be replaced with: ‘Scans are free 



and printing is chargeable as normal. If you need any help, do come and 

ask.’ 

● ACTION - Section to be deleted - MD to ask for a before and after 

analytics report ahead of the next meeting.  

● JK questioned how the feedback on the changes would be monitored and 

that maybe it is not a sufficiently substantive change to warrant gathering 

feedback. It would however be useful to get Google Analytics on it to 

monitor if the new page and its location boosts the number of hits.  

 

6. Update on Disabilities Scanning Service (JK & AS) 

● JK and AS have been struggling to prop up the service: high staff turnover 

in JK’s team means that expertise has been lost; JK also concerned that it 

isn’t an activity which sits well with Customer Services as it is a busy, 

hectic office. It is to be migrated over to AS’s team who are better placed 

to run the service.  

● The service is currently in a holding pattern and AB said that there has 

been a notable influx in the last few weeks. There was a general 

discussion about how accessible Leganto is. Its accessibility can greatly 

depend upon how lecturers are using it and the suitability of the texts 

they put on the VLE. AS said that Leganto is to be used primarily but 

there are number of issues which are to be tackled a part of the process. 

 

 

7. AOB - None 

 

 

9. Date of next meeting - Thursday 24th May - location TBC 

 

  



 


